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Network is not only overturning conventional way of information 
transmission ,but also changing human’s activity along with network technique 
developing. The changing includes material and psychic activity, formal and informal 
activity, procreative and vital activity. Network is an indispensable suppositional 
instrument at work or livelihood. People could communicate on the internet, choose 
finance service and buy goods online.  
Online mall management system emerges as the times require when information 
technique is developing. It is possible that seller sell goods to consumer straightly 
without intermediary business along with the development of Business to Customer. 
The dissertation summarizes fundamental functions of online mall management 
system, by analyze requirements and  functions of buying goods online. And the 
dissertation summarizes detailed work flow. The system uses Eclipse as development 
platform, Java as development language, MySQL as data base. The system realizes 
requisite functions of the front and background of desk. The system functions of front 
desk include six sub-functionalities. There are user register and landing, commodity 
information query and detailed information display, shopping management and 
message management. The system functions of the background of desk include eleven 
sub-functionalities. There are administrator landing, user management and system 
management, goods category management and small class management, goods and 
order management, message and announcement management, news and label 
management. Then the system passes testing, and every function achieve requirement 
of users. 
The system could be applied proverbially. It provides convenient sales platform 
for seller, and provides convenient shopping platform for consumer. At present, the 
system is running commendably. It satisfied consumer on buying goods online. 
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和操作界面。Admin Web Application作为 Tomcat的功能之一，提供了包括数据
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